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PECULIARITIES OF THE PARALLEL SORTING

ALGORITHM WITH RANK FORMATION
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Abstract. A new approach to parallel sorting of an array of numbers with formation of their ranks

is analyzed. In the sorting process, operations, such as a decrement operation to process elements

of a numerical array, and an increment operation to form their ranks are performed. A description

of the parallel sorting algorithm with rank formation in the basis of Glushkov’s System of

Algorithmic Algebras (SAA) is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

There is practical interest in improving the methods and means of sorting data sets [1], associated with a wide

range of their application, which includes, in particular, Internet search engines, database management systems (DBMs),

and signal and image processing (median and rank filtering) [2]. In addition, the modern element base (PLD and

optoelectronic matrices of smart pixels) allows the hardware to implement, for example, network methods for sorting

large data sets with acceptable speed [3].

However, for other software and hardware implementation of the developed algorithms, it is desirable to clearly see

their description in a compact and simple form. Formalized descriptions of a wide range of algorithms and, in particular,

Glushkov’s systems of algorithmic algebras (SAA) [4–7] have proved themselves well in this. Glushkov’s SAA basis [8],

in turn, is expanded by modifications [9], and the process of parallel programming based on it is improved [10–12]. This

article considers the peculiarities of the parallel algorithm representation in terms of Glushkov’s SAA.

The aim of the work is to confirm the functionality of a compact description, in terms of Glushkov’s SAA, of

varieties of parallel sorting methods.

PECULIARITIES OF SLICE PROCESSING OF A NUMBER ARRAY

A peculiarity of this algorithm for sorting a linear array of numbers is the parallel slice processing. There are

several options for slice processing, where a sequence of slices is formed. For example, bit slice processing is used for

parallel-sequential processing of data arrays in associative processors [13–16].

There is another type of slice processing, where the slice is taken as the vector of difference, which is formed

by simultaneously subtracting, from all the elements of the current vector array, the numbers of the smallest (non-zero)

of them. In [17], such a slice is commonly referred to as a difference slice. This principle of difference-slice processing

was substantiated and implemented during the modeling of the threshold neuron [17], and also described in the materials

of Glushkov’s SAA for multiprocessing of vector data sets [18] and classification of objects based on discriminant

functions [19].
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At the same time, it should be noted that the use of bit slice processing for sorting allows to form ranks (indices) of

elements of the sorted array [15, 16]. In this case, a linear array of ranks is formed as a result of sorting. Each rank

is located at a position that corresponds to the position of the element in the input array. In addition, the rank value

corresponds to the position of the element in the sorted array [20].

The generated ranks can also be considered as addresses, which are convenient for reading the necessary array

elements [13] from the associative memory. The application of ranking elements during their sorting is especially relevant

for median image filtering [2, 21], as well as for determining extreme (minimum or maximum) elements in an array of

numbers [13].

ALGORITHM FOR SLICE SORTING OF A LINEAR NUMBER ARRAY

In [22], a modification of slice processing is described and investigated, in which the decrement operation

(reduction by one) is applied simultaneously to all elements of an array of numbers with their successive zeroing. It is the

moment of fixing the sign of zeroing of a certain element of the array that is used to form the result of associative

processing, i.e., to search for extreme numbers and to search by key among the elements of the input array of numbers [22].

In this paper, we consider the sorting process, in which the decrement operation is applied to the elements of

a numerical array, as well as the increment operation (increment by one) relative to the ranks of the corresponding

elements. Therefore, the sequential zeroing of elements of the input array of numbers M ai� { } takes place, as well as

“growing” of their respective ranks R ri� { } and i n�1, . The process of the proposed slice sorting with the formation

of ranks includes the following operations:

a) setting in the initial (single) state of the ranks and the mask elements for all elements of the array;

b) decrementing over all elements of the array;

c) masking the rank of the corresponding zeroed element of the array;

d) incrementing over all unmasked ranks of array elements.

The main conditions (signs) of this process are as follows:

a) at least one ith element of the input array at the current time is equal to zero, i.e., � �ai 0; i n�1, ;

b) all n elements of the input array at the current time are equal to zero, i.e., � �ai 0 .

The first condition is used for zeroing the corresponding i th element of the mask and masking i th rank.

The second condition indicates the completion of the sorting process.

An example of sorting with an array of four numbers {2, 5, 3, 4} is presented in Table 1. In the zero cycle,

unit is fixed in the rank array. During the first cycle, the elements of the array of numbers are reduced by one

(decrement operation), and the elements of the array of ranks, in turn, remain unchanged. In the second cycle, one of

the elements of the array of numbers is zeroed, namely, the first element. As a result, its rank remains unchanged (with

a value of 1), and the ranks of all other numbers increase by one and take the value of 2 (operation of increment). The

sorting process takes place until all the elements in the array of numbers are converted to zero, and as a result an array

of ranks is formed.

Table 1 highlights the moments when one number from the array is zeroed and masked, remaining with the same

rank; at the same time, all other ranks increase by one. The process of sorting with ranking is performed in five cycles,

as the maximum value in the array is 5. The size of the array of numbers in this case does not affect the duration of the

process, because the processing of numbers is performed under all of them at the same time.

The peculiarity of the proposed slice sorting is the absence of the operation of pairwise comparison of array

elements and a complex network of switching elements according to the results of their comparisons. In addition,

the duration of the sorting process does not depend on the quantity n of elements of the sorted array, but is determined by

the value of the maximum element in the array of numbers, i.e., depends on the duration of decrement operation

to complete zeroing of all elements of the array [22, 23]. Therefore, the maximum duration of the sorting process in this

case is determined by the value 2

n
for binary-coded numbers.
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RECORDING THE PARALLEL SLICE SORTING ALGORITHM

IN THE GLUSHKOV’S SAA BASIS

To describe the considered parallel sorting algorithm, taking into account its features, it is necessary to expand the

Glushkov’s SAA basis [5, 9]. This is connected to the necessity to consider the three following arrays of the same

length n:

(i) the array of elements M a a an�
1 2

, , ..., that are sorted;

(ii) the array of ranks of corresponding elements R r r rn�
1 2

, , ..., that are sorted;

(iii) the array of mask elements P m m mn�
1 2

, , ..., .

Introduction of the array P is required to determine, by using a masked array of ranks R of the location of a

particular element of the array M in the sorted array.

Since all the elements of each array are involved in the sorting process simultaneously, pointers and markers are

not used for their markup. On the marked arrays, the following base conditions (predicates) and operators with

orientation on the known basis of regular schemes (RSs) for sorting algorithms in the Glushkov’s SAA [5] are used:

(i) Z i( ) is true if the condition � �ai 0 is satisfied;

(ii) Z n( ) is true if the condition � �ai 0 is satisfied;

(iii) p i( ) is true if the condition � �mi 0 is satisfied;

(iv) OUT( )R is the result output operator;

(v) FIN is the RS shutdown operator.

In the sorting algorithm under study, all elements of three arrays are considered as the zone of predicates and

operators, because executing operators and checking whether predicates are true is carried out simultaneously on all

elements of each array. In what follows, to determine the basic operators that are introduced to describe the sorting

algorithm, we need to use the following basic operations related to the signature of the extended SAA-M [4, 5]:

(i) disjunction � �� ;

(ii) composition À Â� , i.e., successive use of operators A and B;

(iii) alternative [ ] )� (A B� , i.e., if � is true, then A, otherwise, B;

(iv) cycle [ ] {� A}, i.e., execute A until � is false, and if � is true, then it is the end of the cycle.

We can also use the notation À Â� for parallel application of operators A and B [7]. Therefore, to perform

decrement, increment, and masking operations, we should represent the base operators as follows:
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0th Cycle 1st Cycle 2nd Cycle

Number

Array

Mask

Elements

Array

of Ranks

Number

Array

Mask

Elements

Array

of Ranks

Number

Array

Mask

Elements

Array

of Ranks

2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

5 1 1 4 1 1 3 1 2

3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2

4 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 2

3rd Cycle 4th Cycle 5th Cycle

Number

Array

Mask

Elements

Array

of Ranks

Number

array

Mask

Elements

Array

of Ranks

Number

Array

Mask

Elements

Array

of Ranks

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

2 1 3 1 1 4 0 0 4

0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2

1 1 3 0 0 3 0 0 3

TABLE 1. The Process of Sorting with Ranking



(i) parallel establishment of initial (single) states of n elements of an array of ranks R as follows:

SETn n nr r r r( , ):: ( , )

1 1

1� � ,

(ii) parallel establishment of initial (single) states of n elements of a mask of the array P as follows:

SETn n nm m m m( , ):: ( , )

1 1

1� � .

Component operators, in this case, take their form by using the following alternatives:

(iii) the following decrement operation on n elements of the array M :

DECn n i i ia a a a a( , ):: [ ] ( )

1

0 0 1� � � � �

or

DECn n i ia a Z i a a( , ):: [ ( )] ( )

1

0 1� � � � ; (1)

(iv) the following increment operation on n elements of the array R:

INCn n i i ir r m r r( , ):: [ ] ( )

1

0 0 1� � � � �

or

INCn n i ir r p i r r( , ):: [ ( )] ( )

1

0 1� � � � ; (2)

(v) the following masking operation on n elements of the array P:

MASKn n i i im m a m m( , ):: [ ] ( )

1

0 0 1� � � � �

or

MASKn n i im m Z i m m( , ):: [ ( )] ( )

1

0 1� � � � . (3)

As a result, the parallel algorithm of slice sorting with the formation of ranks in terms of the Glushkov’s SAA can

be written as follows:

SORT SET SET

n

n n n n na a r r m m( , ):: ( , ) ( , )

1 1 1

� �

� � � �[ ( )]{DEC MASK INC OUTZ n a a m m r rn n n n n n( , ) ( , ) ( , )} (

1 1 1

R ) .� FIN (4)

Taking into account the description of the component operators in the form of (1)–(3), this sorting algorithm takes

a more detailed form

SORT SET SET

n

n n n n na a r r m m( , ):: ( , ) ( , )

1 1 1

� �

� � � � � � � �[ ( )]{[ ( )]( ) [ ( )]( )Z n Z i a a Z i m mi i i i0 1 0 1

� � � � �[ ( )]( )} ( ) .p i r r Ri i0 1 OUT FIN (5)

Analyzing (4) and (5), we see that the main part of the parallel algorithm of slice processing is a cycle that ends

after zeroing of all the elements of the sorted array. In the cycle itself, operations of decrement and masking of ranks by

digital value of mask elements are performed, taking into account zeroing of a specific element of the numerical array,

which is sorted. After each zeroing of the sorted array element, the rank increment operation is performed taking into

account the generated mask elements.

CONCLUSIONS

Using the apparatus of basic predicates and operations that make up the signature of the extended Glushkov’s

SAA, we can describe any kind of sequential and parallel algorithms, which is illustrated on the example of sorting

algorithms. At the same time, a characteristic feature of the Glushkov’s SAA basis is its flexibility and adaptability,

which confirms its inherent functional power for various applications.
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